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We thank the reviewer for taking their time to provide us constructive comments, which
have been included below as italic text, followed by our response as normal, indented
text.

The paper describes the harmonised station metadata and catchment characteristics
of a merged global river discharge dataset. There will be different opinions regarding
the approach ’more will offset potential quality deficits’ versus a ’less is more’ strategy
that is often applied (and necessary) for specific research. This could perhaps still be
discussed a little bit better in this paper’s intro. Nevertheless, I found the material well
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presented and the data will be useful. The steps towards the collation, selection and
derivation and processing of the metadata for this large archive are well described. This
documentation may help the appreciation of the often invisible but always tremendous
effort that goes into harmonized datasets and I would like to highlight in particular the
careful consideration and provision of quality flags for the derived metadata in this case.
I hope that this information will be used, rather than overlooked. Perhaps a sentence
on this important data aspect could be placed more prominently in the abstract and
conclusion. Hopefully, the paper will provide incentive for some national databases, to
provide access to the metadata they often have but don’t provide as readily, such as
catchment boundaries, topographical features and land cover.

We thank the reviewer for suggestions to further improve the manuscript’s
quality. We have revised our paper (particularly in the abstract, introduc-
tion and conclusion) to highlight more prominently (1) the two different ap-
proaches in harmonising international databases (e.g. harvesting as much
data as possible, which is used in GSIM, versus collating reference hydrol-
ogy databases, which have been used in some recent publications); and (2)
the quality of extracted metadata should be considered when using GSIM.

A few minor issues that I recommend be addressed are listed below.

line 33 "questions over its utility" - it’s not really clear what is meant. If the indended
use is climate sensitivity analysis, yes, but there are quite a few other uses. Maybe
clarify utility for... or phrase more generally.

Thank you for your recommendation, we have revised our manuscript to
clarify this sentence.

line 324ff This section contains a bit of redundant information and a few typos (suggest
to proofread again). For the reader to get an impression of the precision of catchment
area delineation, I think it is important to show an zoomed example of some kind.
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Thank you for your suggestion. We have revised section 4.2 (Catchment
delineation procedure) to improve the readability of this particular section.
We also add an additional figure to illustrate that using outlet-relocating
algorithm has delineated more reasonable catchment boundary (see Figure
1).

In 5.2 or in the conclusion I think a bit more discussion or cautionary words should be
spent over the fact that there will be catchments in the database for which streamflow
time series do not overlap barely or not at all with the time covered by (the relatively
new or short) remote sensing based datasets. This requires users to carefully check
time overlap for possible cause-effect studies. And ideally metadata readme or column
headers should provide the time period covered by the underlying datasets.

We have adjusted the manuscript to ensure users are aware of this limita-
tion of the catchment-scale metadata. We also add a new column (“Refer-
ence period”) in Table 5 to indicate which dataset has a reference period.

Figures 1 and 4 (upper) and 5 (upper) are entirely useless at the resolution and in the
jpg format provided in the pdf-download. Dots are indistinguishable. High resolution
will be necessary, but likely still not sufficient to make this a useful map. I suggest
to create zooms into subdivided regions that will allow to see some of the differences
within regions/countries.

We thank the reviewer for the comments to improve the manuscript quality.
We agree that figures at regional scale will serve GSIM users better, and
have included additional figures as supplementary materials (see attached
supplementary document of this interactive comment) and have mentioned
this in the manuscript. We, however, would prefer to keep current figures
in the manuscript (with higher resolution) to provide an overview on data
availability.
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Fig 5 lower. Make proper superscripts in the axes labels and change tick labels
units e.g. to million or so (or at least also use proper superscripting) - see Journal’s
Manuscript guidelines.

We have revised Figure 5 to match the Journal’s standard. We also revised
figure 2 to fix similar issue (to change axes label texts from m3/s to m3s-1)

Please also note the supplement to this comment:
https://www.earth-syst-sci-data-discuss.net/essd-2017-103/essd-2017-103-AC2-
supplement.pdf

Interactive comment on Earth Syst. Sci. Data Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/essd-2017-103,
2017.
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Figure 1. Example of catchment delineated using geographical coordinates provided in original metadata and re-

located geographical coordinates (for station AR_0000007). As can be seen, the catchment boundary delineated 

using original coordinates is significantly smaller than that delineated from the re-located coordinates. 

Fig. 1.
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